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I
Ashbourne, outskirts of Philadelphia, 22nd of July 1908
EMMA VIRGINIA BEACH. Better known as Emma, Emma Beach. But whom
the journalists had baptized Annabelle for whatever reason. Miss Annabelle
Beach. Chubby, average build, age somewhere between forty and fifty,
round, rosy face, turned-up nose, thin, small mouth, with two accentuated
lines at the corners, bright blue eyes that are always attentive behind her
thick, round tortoiseshell glasses, fine brown hair tied about the neck, with a
fringe over her forehead, beige and white striped blouse and a ruffled collar
buttoned to the top, full-length skirt disguising the weight accumulated
around her backside and hips. Miss Emma Beach, Mrs. Stetson’s private
secretary. Referred to respectfully by the rest of the house staff as Miss
Beach. Even though she sometimes had the impression that the way that
some of the Italian estate workers pronounced her name sounded more like
bitch than Beach. Ah, the subtleties of the English language that a female
with the last name Beach was forced to ignore, she had long decided, after
overcoming her initial irritation, since the only thing she could do—to ask
the author of the quip whether he or she was calling her Miss Bitch instead
of Miss Beach—was worse, much worse than doing nothing at all. It wasn’t
difficult to imagine the response: “...me? Calling Miss Beach, Miss Bitch?
No. You misheard Miss Bitch. When I say Miss Beach, I mean Miss Beach.
I don’t mean Miss Bitch. Do you understand Miss Bitch?”
Miss Beach, in her office, sitting at a desk facing the window, with two
shutters and an awning, through which she could from time to time extend
her gaze over the vast lawn down below, stretching all around the house and
dotted here and there by tall, leafy trees, then smoothly descending to the
bottom of the hill where was the Old York Road that led to Philadelphia.
Like right now, before leafing through the daily newspapers looking for
articles referring to the public announcement that had been made the
previous day by Mrs. Stetson to the correspondents of Philadelphia’s main
papers, taking advantage of a relatively calm moment in the house, since

Mrs. Stetson and the Count had just gone by car to Norristown to deal with
the marriage license. And now that the preparations in the music room and
the Gothic hall were already well underway.
Emma herself had spent the morning of the previous day telephoning
the newspapers, telling them that an important announcement was going to
be made by Mrs. Stetson relating to the rumors that were circulating
throughout the city about her coming wedding to a European nobleman. Yet
obviously without revealing any more details than she had to, despite their
insistence. It was up to Mrs. Stetson to make the announcement, and not
her, as they would soon understand, she insisted. The press conference, if
one could call it that, had taken place right there in the garden, in front of
the library porch. Mrs. Stetson, with the serenity and presence of mind for
which she was well known, slowly read aloud the official notice that she,
Emma, had prepared based on the facts that were given to her, in a handwritten note from the Count himself:
“The engagement is announced of the Count Santa Eulália to Mrs.
S. Elizabeth Stetson. The latter is the widow of John B. Stetson, of
Philadelphia. Count Eulália, who is about 50 years of age, is a
member of one of the oldest and most representative families of
Portugal, his ancestors having been for generations hidalgos
cavalleiros da casa real of Portugal. One of them, Dom Manuel
Pinto Riberio da Fonseca, was in 1404 grandmaster of the
Crusaders, the only Portuguese to be so honoured. The Count is a
sculptor of considerable note, his works having been placed in
various cities of Europe and America. He was the recipient of the
Grand Prix of the Paris Salon in 1892.”
The announcement had been carefully reviewed over and over after
lunch, before they left by car for an outing that had taken place each
afternoon since the Count had moved to Idro, on the Fourth of July,
Independence Day, nearly three weeks previously. The Count had made
some additional alterations, mostly relating to the spelling of the Portuguese
words and names, which he insisted should all be correctly translated.
Unfortunately, it was only later that evening, following the press
conference, that he was able to read the version that Emma herself had
typewritten and distributed to the reporters, immediately detecting, despite

all the revisions, several errors that she could not have avoided, ignorant as
she was of the Portuguese spoken and written language.
Such as that in Portuguese the word was fidalgos and not hilalgos,
which was Castilian, a language spoken in Spain, but not in Portugal, an
independent country for more than seven centuries. The Count made a point
to explain in a nationalist tone that he wore quite well, since for any
ordinary American, Portugal and Spain were normally confused as just one
country, the Iberian Peninsula or Iberia, located on the other side of the
Atlantic, between France and Morocco.... An error that even Emma, who
prided herself on her knowledge of history and geography, had a tendency
to make, had it not been for the explanations given to her opportunely by
the Count. The fact that the name of his illustrious ancestor, quoted in the
notice, was Ribeiro and not Riberio, as she, certainly by mistake, had
written. And that he had been grand master of the Order of Malta and not
the Crusaders, in 1704 and not in 1404, as was wrongly stated in the notice.
“It’s a difference of three centuries, after all, Emma,” the Count had said
with a touch of irony, curiously not mentioning his age on the notice, which
stated “about fifty years of age,” instead of his real age, which was forty.
“Well, it’s ten years difference, Count, which might be little for the history
of a country, but for a person’s life, it’s a lot,” she would have liked to reply
firmly to his rebuking of her. But she obviously couldn’t do such a thing, so
as not to embarrass her employer since she was responsible for the
alteration. To avoid any gossip or snide remarks about the Count’s real
intentions, should it become known that she was about to marry a man ten
years her junior? Indeed, looking at the two of them no one could tell—but
it was true, Mrs. Stetson was ten years older than the Count since he was
born in 1868, and she, in 1858, as Emma was able to confirm to her great
surprise when she read their birth certificates a few days earlier, along with
the rest of the paperwork that she had to gather to apply for the marriage
license. That was the most likely reason, although she had not been given
any explanation. Nor had she asked her for one, obviously.
As if age was really that important when it came to love, she caught
herself daydreaming. And above all, Mrs. Stetson looked so youthful and
elegant, as all the journalists kept on stating the previous day, as soon as she
had left. After with great brilliance and presence of spirit, it must be noted,
having answered all of their questions one by one, fired one after the other,
in a tone that was at times aggressive and sensationalist, as only American

reporters could: When and where will the wedding take place? When is the
Count arriving in Philadelphia? Why hadn’t Mrs. Stetson waited for him to
make the announcement? Did the Count have a personal fortune, or was he
just another fortune hunter? Where could one see his work as a sculptor?
Was he really a Count and who had given him the title? What had made
Mrs. Stetson change her mind and now prefer a Portuguese Count to the
Irish Earl of Clancarcy, who, according to information recently circulating
throughout Philadelphia, was to be the fortunate chosen man? And many,
many more questions that Emma was unable to recall.
Mrs. Stetson started by explaining that the essential information that the
journalists needed to do their job was contained in the notice she had just
finished reading and that her private secretary, Miss Beach, would give out
to them shortly. Which meant that nothing had been decided as to the date
and place for the wedding. As for the Count, he was at this very moment on
his way to Philadelphia from Chicago, where he had been detained by his
diplomatic functions as Consul of Portugal to the city. In relation to the
suggestion that he might be a fortune hunter, she considered this personally
offensive, since the relationship between her and the Count was exclusively
based on the love and friendship that had united them for quite a long time.
Furthermore, although the Count was not a rich man in American terms,
neither was he a person lacking in means, since he received a comfortable
sum from the rent on the properties he owned in Portugal, besides that
which he earned working as a sculptor, which was also considerable. And
one should not forget that he also performed prestigious diplomatic
functions in the service of his country and his king, as Portuguese Consul in
Chicago. About her supposed engagement to the Earl of Clancarcy, Mrs.
Stetson had been curt and cutting, saying that she had known the Earl for a
long time as the husband of her great friend Belle Bilton, who had recently
passed away. And that she had supported him in his pain and suffering over
the death of his wife after she herself had gone through the same experience
two years previously upon the death of her own husband, but that nothing
more than profound and sincere compassion bound the two of them
together. Thus anything that could possibly be inferred beyond this was
merely pure journalistic speculation without any credit.
Following this Mrs. Stetson went on to ask the journalists to wait a
moment, and, without further explanation, went indoors, to then reappear a
short while later with two of the Count’s works, having made a point of

bringing them out herself as a sign of her deep care and admiration for the
Count’s talent. This was also so evident in the proud and satisfied manner in
which she presented the works, being a woman who was normally so
reserved in front of strangers. Her whole face lit up into a beautiful smile as
she said: “These are two of the Count’s works. The oil is obviously original.
And this is a photograph of the sculpture with which he won first prize at
the Paris Salon in 1892.”
They were doubtlessly two high-quality works, judging by the positive
comments and demonstrations of pleasure exchanged among the journalists.
The oil painting was of a bucolic landscape in the north of Portugal, the
region where the Count came from; the photograph depicted a beautiful
bust of a woman sculpted in marble with the title Extase Religieuse, and
which, according to those in the know, resembled sculptures by Rodin, the
famous French sculptor with whom it had been said that the Count had
worked during his stay in Paris, and by whom he had been greatly
influenced.
Then Mrs. Stetson, giving in to the insistent requests of the reporters
about whether there were other works they could see, asked Emma to go to
the library and bring the folder with the photographs of some of the Count’s
other works. Among these works was the extraordinary statue of Queen
Amelia of Portugal, whose husband, King Carlos, and eldest son, had been
assassinated a few months earlier. The photograph showed the Queen,
magnificent, opulent in a striking tight-fitting, low-necked dress that made
her elegant waist, bust line, and hips stand out, sitting in her place as queen,
beneath the royal coat of arms of Portugal. Next to the statue of the Queen
was the Count himself, wearing a short white jacket, with his elbow resting
on one of the arms of the throne, as if preparing to, respectfully, kiss her
hand.
The journalists were left speechless on seeing such a grandiose example
of the Count’s art as Mrs. Stetson then explained that the statue was to be
sent to Portugal, where the present king, Manuel II, wished to have it placed
prominently in one of the great squares of Lisbon, in homage to his mother.
She then took out some more photographs of the Count’s works and showed
them to the journalists, as well as some photographs of the Count himself in
several different poses and outfits. Finally, Mrs. Stetson invited them into
the main hall of the house, the Gothic hall as it was known because its
impressive ceiling height made it resemble one of the Gothic cathedrals of

the old world, where they could enjoy seeing the magnificent bronze basrelief of Henry Addison DeLand, founder of the city of DeLand, Florida,
another one of the Count’s pieces, commissioned by Mr. John B. Stetson
who also happened to be an unconditional admirer of the Count’s work, she
insisted on pointing out. The bas-relief was soon to be placed in the Stetson
university, which her deceased husband had founded with Mr. DeLand in
Florida, she finally explained before concluding the meeting with the
journalists.
Almost fifty newspapers, Emma concluded after counting them one by
one. That Vinny, one of the house chauffeurs, had brought that morning
from Philadelphia, after having strictly followed the instructions that she,
Emma, had given him the previous day: to go to the Central Station
newsstands and purchase everything there, whether they were from
Philadelphia or any other state in the union. What she had never expected
was that he would bring so many newspapers from such different places,
like those she now had in front of her, she thought, as she went through the
different mastheads to identify the states of origin before separating those
from Philadelphia and stacking them on the right side of the desk. Those
would certainly have had more complete information than the others, given
that they had almost all been represented at the press conference, she
thought, thus taking advantage not only of the facts contained in the official
notice but also from the photographs and supplementary information that
she had provided for them at the end. Except for the date and place of the
wedding, which was clearly the information they most wanted. And that
information, according to Mrs. Stetson’s instructions, had to be kept secret
until everything was over so that the newlyweds could avoid being bothered
by reporters. Six Philadelphia newspapers, she noted. Almost all of which,
as she expected, giving the announcement great emphasis, some even
placing it on the front page, Miss Beach was pleased to see as she went
through them one by one. The Philadelphia Inquirer headlined in capital
letters: “MRS. J. B. STETSON SOON TO MARRY PORTUGUESE
COUNT,” while the Philadelphia Public Ledger had a full-length
photograph of Mrs. Stetson in a ceremonial outfit, beautiful and elegant, as
only she knew how to be given her age, and a two-column article entitled:
“Mrs. Stetson to be a Count’s Bride.” The sub-heading explained: “Hat
Manufacturer’s Widow will be Wedded to Santa Eulália of Portugal: HER
FIANCÉ IS A SCULPTOR.” The Philadelphia Record, under the title, “A

COUNT FOR MRS. STETSON,” carried an article and two photographs,
one of a seated Mrs. Stetson, wearing a beautiful hat and white dress, and
another of the Count in which he looked like a veritable prince charming
who had just come out of a fairy tale, radiating in his elegant Gentleman
Knight of the Royal Household uniform, with a chest full of medals, a
bicorn hat adorned with a plume of ostrich feathers and that extraordinary
upturned mustache, which, according to more than one person, made him
look like Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany. Yet if they asked Emma for her
personal opinion, she would say that the Kaiser in no way measured up to
the Count, in physical presence or anything else. “Praise the Lord, what a
handsome man, what a figure,” she sighed while looking up from the
Record, she who had already passed the age of being interested in men,
condemned to a forced and endless celibacy for the rest of her life, but who
certainly still had eyes and was able to appreciate the beauty in things and
beings. “The intensity of those eyes, the softness of that voice,” she
continued without being able to stop the shudder she sensed rising up her
spine. “And all those good manners, getting up from the table each time a
lady stood up,” she thought, this time trying to keep to more neutral, less
palpable qualities. “That delicate way, those fine manners, whether they
were directed at ladies or employees, without ever raising his voice, with a
smile always ready to break out on his lips as he spoke; the way he uses his
knife and fork when he eats, with his elbows always close to his torso even
when he raises cutlery to his mouth; the way he chews, with his mouth
closed, speaking only when he finished. What a difference from common
Americans, good Lord, only knowing how to eat with their elbows resting
on the table, lowering their heads to their plates as if eating from a trough;
chewing with their mouths open, still speaking as they put their food into
their mouths,” she thought before starting to look through the Philadelphia
Telegraph for another article. Which she found straight away on the second
page under the headline: “SCULPTOR COUNT TO WED MRS.
STETSON,” accompanied by the same photograph of Mrs. Stetson that had
been published by the Record.
Yes, because the Count wasn’t just about breeding, delicacy, and
manners, Emma continued, he was much more than that. He was an artist of
great merit, there was no question about it, besides being a polyglot who
spoke, so he said, five languages fluently, which Emma had some difficulty
confirming, since, besides English, she only grasped a few words of French

like oui, bonjour, très bien, and little more. But there was no doubt that
besides his native language, Portuguese, and Spanish, which one could see
he easily mastered, the Count’s English was excellent, almost without an
accent, and that he spoke French, the language he almost always used to
communicate with Mrs. Stetson as if it were his own, which was not
surprising after all, since he had lived in Paris for nearly ten years. One
should also add Italian, which as a Latin language, he could easily
understand and speak through its similarities with Portuguese, French, and
Spanish.
So nothing like all those stone-broke aristocrats who had spent their
time courting Mrs. Stetson ever since they heard of Mr. Stetson’s passing.
And there hadn’t been just a few, recalled Emma, all full of courtesies and
good manners, but without any known occupation or incapable of speaking
other languages besides their own, and often badly, only interested in
finding someone to pay for the restoration and upkeep of the castles they
owned in their countries of origin, on top of the vices they had accumulated
during a lifetime of idleness: gambling, alcohol, women, young boys, and
goodness knows what else. But Mrs. Stetson was far too intelligent and
clever to fall for their pleas, and she made this very clear. Only someone
like the Count, who besides his title, persona, and good manners, was an
artist and a man of rare sensitivity, intelligence, and culture, could truly
interest her. And the wedding that was scheduled for the following day
would be proof of this, she concluded, while scanning the Philadelphia
Press, which only had one short item on the third page titled: “MRS.
STETSON NOT TO MARRY AN EARL,” obviously referring not to the
Count of Santa Eulália, but rather to the Earl of Clancarcy.
It’s a good thing this happened, Emma thought to herself, as if were it
not for the rumor, Clancarcy, angered by the fact that Mrs. Stetson was
going to marry another Count, started to circulate, practically assuring his
marriage to her, perhaps Mrs. Stetson and the Count would not have made
an official decision by now. Given that it had been the need for a formal
denying of her engagement to Clancarcy that had quickened the pace of
things, forcing her to reveal the identity of her true fiancé. At least that was
the argument that Mrs. Stetson had used with the Count to go ahead with
the press conference, thus putting a definitive end to his, her, or both of
their hesitations, perhaps? Who knows, concluded Emma, just in time to
spot the slim, clumsy presence of a figure in a dark gray suit, walking up

between the trees along the road leading to the house towards the front
door. A journalist, no doubt, Miss Beach concluded, picking up the last
Philadelphia newspaper, the Philadelphia News, where a headline on the
second page stated: “MRS. JOHN B. STETSON WILL BECOME A
COUNTESS.” When she looked up, she caught another shape crossing the
garden, followed by another, and yet another. “Danger is at hand,” she said
to herself, placing the pile of Philadelphia newspapers on the shelf next to
the desk. Would George, the butler, be capable of carrying out the
instructions he had been given concerning any journalists who might turn
up? That is, to tell them that he knew nothing about the wedding and that
neither Mrs. Stetson nor herself, Miss Beach, her private secretary, were at
home? Although she had no desire to interrupt what she was doing, given
that it was important to assess and measure the practical results of her work
in public relations with the journalists, Emma decided that it was best to go
and see what was going on, albeit prepared to intervene only in the case of
extreme necessity, if George could not manage to quickly get rid of the
journalists, who at that time were buzzing around like flies. And, she,
Emma, knew what she was talking about as a good part of her working life
had been in public relations, both before and after being employed by the
Stetsons over almost ten years ago.
How time flies, she found herself thinking, now in the corridor on the
way to the Gothic hall, already able to hear the voices coming from the
main entrance door. She still remembered so clearly the day when she had
come there for the first time and the extraordinary impression caused by the
size of the house, which had been baptized with the name Idro by Mr.
Stetson, a Russian word meaning calm and pleasant place, as Mrs. Stetson
had explained to her at the time. It was only later that she found out that the
mansion was a faithful copy of one of the most beautiful châteaux in
Touraine, a region of France known for the fact that it contained the Loire
Valley, which was famous both for its beautiful castles and its magnificent
wines. Mrs. Stetson had had an engraving of this chateaux framed and
placed in the library of the house, hanging above her desk, after it had been
used as a model for the project for the house, which Mr. Stetson had
commissioned from a French architect. But this was only in relation to the
outside appearance of course, because the interiors were completely
different, having been designed according to the most demanding American

standards of functionality, comfort, and convenience, as she had come to
note from early on during the first days she had spent with the Stetsons.
Holding back her natural impulse to receive the journalists herself, Miss
Beach decided to remain at the threshold of the door leading to the Gothic
hall, from where she could perfectly well see and hear the conversation
between the butler, on the inner side of the slightly ajar door, and the
journalists on the outside. Peeking through the gap between the door and its
frame, she could clearly make out among these journalists the head of the
reporter from the Bulletin standing out above all the rest, with his sticky
brown hair with a center part and a loose lock over his forehead and to
whom the day before she had given a photo of the statue of Queen Amelia
of Portugal.
“...Because we now know almost everything. That the wedding is
tomorrow and it will be celebrated by Monsignor Turner from the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Philadelphia. That breakfast for eighteen people
has been ordered and major floral decorations are taking place in the
drawing-room. And that Count Eulália has been here for three or four
weeks. All we need to know now is the time the wedding will take place so
we can be here, you see?” blurted the bold reporter from the Bulletin,
showing he had done his homework since the previous day’s press
conference, thought Miss Beach as she worriedly awaited George’s answer.
How on earth had that journalist found out all that information, which was
absolutely true and correct? Emma wondered. No doubt through the
catering firm. Or the florist. Or from both, which was most likely, when not
from the Roman Catholic Archbishopric of Philadelphia. And all this
despite the many recommendations made to keep the whole event in total
secrecy. But what could one do? No one could find offense when a low-paid
employee, finding it hard to pay his rent and feed his children at the end of
the month, might accept a few dollars extra in return for information of
which the confidential nature was difficult for them to understand, she
concluded, just in time to hear George reply to the journalist:
“If you are so well-informed why are you taking the trouble to come
here and ask? Go and ask the person who gave you all this information
because I don’t know anything about it. Not about weddings, nor breakfasts,
nor anything else. And now, if you will excuse me, I have to close the door
to go about my work.”

“Hold on, just hold on a minute,” said another reporter, a chubby chap.
“What is the name of Mrs. Stetson’s secretary? The woman who was here
talking to us yesterday.”
“Miss Beach,” answered George.
“Yeah, that’s it, Miss Beach. Miss Annabelle Beach. Can’t she come
and talk to us?” the same journalist went on, at the same time pronouncing
her surname Beach as bitch, provoking a great deal of laughter among the
others and deep annoyance for Miss Beach, added to that which had been
caused by the absurd and inexplicable changing of her given name. And
which George hadn’t bothered to correct. “What a nerve,” she complained
under her breath, once again lamenting her fate in having such a surname,
then turning and hurriedly walking along the corridor, determined to put an
immediate stop to that foolishness. Indeed, the best thing would be to
quickly find someone to get rid of them before it was too late—before poor
George was overcome and gave them the information they were insisting on
hearing, she thought as she burst into the music room, where a group of
laborers was attempting to assemble a wooden structure of the arch that
would be the backdrop of the altar on which the ceremony would be held on
the following day.
“Tom!” she shouted out as an order.
“Yes, Miss Beach,” replied a burly, broad-shouldered man, his muscles
bursting out of his blue overalls, turning his head towards her.
“At the front door, there is a group of journalists who are getting a little
fresh and don’t want to go away, despite George having told them
everything there is to know. I need you to go there and accompany them off
the property. You’d better take the rest of your staff with you,” she said,
pointing to the other three lads who were helping Tom to raise the arch,
each of them as athletic and well-built as he, and being watched with some
amusement by the florist’s assistants, who were in one corner of the room
waiting for the boys to finish their work so they could start theirs:
decorating the arch and the altar with roses and orchids, Mrs. Stetson’s
favorite flowers, which had already been laid out in baskets on the floor.
“OK Miss Beach. I’m on to it,” replied Tom, unable to hide the fact that
he adored that kind of “work.”
“But don’t take it too far, Tom. Just accompany them to the main road
and that’s it,” said Miss Beach, who was fully aware of Tom’s capabilities
when dealing with throwing intruders off the property.

“Fine, Miss Beach. Don’t you worry,” he said, with a look that
suggested he had gotten the message, now ushering the others towards the
door.
Back in the Gothic hall, Miss Beach did not need to wait very long to
hear Tom’s loud voice being aimed at the journalists:
“Come on, guys. I think you know all there is to know. Now let’s move
it because I’ve got better things to do than to put up with you.” The reporter
from the Bulletin put up some resistance, talking about freedom of the press
and the right to inform people, but Tom wouldn’t be moved, stating that all
of this was correct but he had orders to throw them out and that they could
go quietly or not. And they did, as Miss Beach saw when she looked out of
the window of her office some minutes later and saw them all down there
on the Old York Road, smoking and chatting as if they were guarding the
house. Then she heard the voices of Tom and the other lads, loudly crossing
the garden to come back to the music room and get back to work. Before
she sat down at her desk to get back to work herself, to return to her
studying of the newspapers. Now starting with those from other states,
given that the ones from Philadelphia had been seen. And where it would
no doubt be more difficult and laborious to find news about an event that
was particularly of interest to the inhabitants of Philadelphia, she thought as
she glanced at the first copies on top of the pile that she had placed on the
left side of her desk. Yet to her great surprise it was not long before she
came across some items, although not so deeply developed as in the
Philadelphia papers. For example, a newspaper from Kansas City, Missouri,
stated: “A COUNT FOR MRS. STETSON, THE HAT MILLIONAIRE’S
WIDOW TO BE BRIDE OF HIDALGO.” Why would a Kansas City
newspaper be interested in a subject such as this? wondered Miss Beach. Is
it due to the popularity of the Stetson hats, the most famous hats in the
world, and through which the Stetson family had accumulated its vast
fortune? Is it due to the announcement that the widow Stetson was going to
marry again, only two years after the death of her husband, and to a
European noble, after which she would become a Countess? Is it due to the
uncertainty as to the future destiny of such a great fortune, suddenly within
the reach of a foreigner who, albeit a noble, was always seen as a potential
fortune hunter? Indeed, all of this might explain the journalists’ excessive
curiosity, which was made very clear during the previous day’s press
conference, about knowing who the fiancé was, what he did, and what his

true intentions were, concluded Miss Beach as she flicked through more
papers looking for items on the subject, which didn’t take long to find. This
time in the Trenton New Jersey Times, with a front-page news item
including a beautiful photograph of Mrs. Stetson, in a white dress buttoned
up to the neck and an ermine cape around her shoulders that Emma had
never seen before. Probably a stock photo, taken some years earlier, in the
time of Mr. Stetson, when Mrs. Stetson had a very intense social life,
thought Emma, reading the headline under the photograph: “COUNT IS TO
WED. SANTA Eulália, PORTUGUESE CONSUL TO BE
BRIDEGROOM. MATCH BASED UPON LOVE.”
Emma wished she had the time to sit there calmly reading all the news
items full of information and details about Mrs. Stetson and the Count, as
she had seen by glancing over some papers, thrilled with curiosity to know
what was said about them and the wedding. But she couldn’t afford this
luxury on the day before such a major event when there were so many
things to prepare and guarantee. It would have to wait for later after
everything was over and Mrs. Stetson and the Count had gone off on their
honeymoon journey, she thought. Because one thing was certain: the event
was going to be a news story over the coming days not just in Pennsylvania
but also in many other states of the union. That is if from a simple
announcement of engagement to be married there was much press coverage,
what would the case be if the press suspected that the wedding was to take
place the next day and this became a certainty for them? Which was
probably already happening even. Indeed, the questions from the Bulletin
reporter left little room for doubt: they must already know everything or
almost everything, she thought. A good thing that Mrs. Stetson had decided
to reinforce the security around the property, not just with the gardeners and
the house staff, as was initially foreseen, but also with the police and
detectives. Of course, if the property had high walls all around it,
completely preventing entrance, none of this would be necessary, it would
just be a matter of controlling the entrance gates and no more. But with only
a low wall, which in some places was only three feet high, there was no
other solution but to organize a security arrangement that would act
immediately in relation to any attempt at entry, whether from journalists or
other people who were curious. At Mrs. Stetson’s request, Emma herself
had contacted the Philadelphia branch of the Pinkerton Detective Agency,
the head of which, Mr. Johnson, on finding out about the task, offered to

immediately go himself to Idro and on-site, seeing the specific conditions,
study the whole security system to be set up the following day. And that
was what happened. After walking with Emma around the edge of the
property and making his calculations, Mr. Johnson had unblinkingly
declared that at least a hundred men were needed to guarantee total security
for the property. He could send a unit of about twenty to twenty-five
detectives, and the rest of the contingent would have to be mainly made up
of police officers. Including a reasonable number of mounted police to
patrol the wildest areas or ones which were hardest to access. Added to this
police contingent there would have to be all the members of the staff
available, including gardeners, farmworkers, and servants. Early in the
morning Johnson himself would distribute the men around the property and
coordinate and direct the whole security arrangement set up as long as Miss
Beach dealt with getting the necessary policemen. Which she did
immediately, in Johnson’s presence, phoning Chief O’Hara at the
Cheltenham police station, to which Ashbourne belonged. O’Hara was a
giant, redheaded, freckled Irishman, almost seven feet tall and with whom
she had spoken on occasion, one of which was about the security of the
property during the funeral rites for Mr. Stetson, shortly over two years ago.
And thus was guaranteed a system of security suited to all circumstances,
including those being created now through all the press interest shown
about the event, Emma thought, satisfied with herself, raising her eyes in
time to see a further bulk rushing across the lawn towards the front door of
the house.
“How dare they just come onto the property like this without
permission,” Emma thought in indignation, walking again towards the
Gothic hall in time to catch the bold intruder looking in through the halfopen door and shouting, in true American fashion, “Hello! Is anybody
home?”
To which she replied, panting: “Yes, what can I do for you?”
“Ah! I’m sorry for intruding. But as I didn’t see anyone I decided to
come here, just to see how the preparations were getting along,” answered
the man, with his ginger hair sticking out from under the brim of his hat
pushed back over his neck, a light-skinned, freckled face, and white shirt
with the collars open over his brown linen jacket.
“So who are you? What preparations?” asked Miss Beach, feigning
ignorance.

“Kelly, James Kelly, reporter for the North American. My friends call
me Jim. Pleased to meet you, Mrs...”
“Miss. Miss Beach, private secretary to Mrs. Stetson,” replied Emma,
unable to hide her irritation, as at the same time she was obliged to open the
door and have him enter so that he could not look through the windows and
see what was going on right next door in the music room. “How can I be of
help, Mr. Kelly?”
“Well, what I really wanted was to interview the bride and groom. Do
you think that’s possible, Miss Beach?” fired Kelly, to see if it would work,
at the same time quickly glancing around the whole hall, probably trying to
spot some signal, some indication of the preparations for the ceremony.
“Interview the bride and groom? You’ve got to be joking for sure. So
why do you think we had a meeting with the press yesterday? If your
newspaper didn’t want to or couldn’t be present then it’s your problem.
Anyway, everything that had to be said was said yesterday. The best thing I
can do for you is to give you a copy of the press release we gave out
yesterday.”
“That won’t be necessary, don’t worry, Miss Beach. I’ve got a copy of
the press release. So I should conclude from what you say that the bride and
groom have gone out and are not at home, right? Which, being true, fully
coincides with what some neighbors I have just interviewed told me,” he
said suddenly fixing his curiosity on the sidewall of the hall giving on to the
music room.
“As was stated yesterday during the press conference, the Count of
Santa Eulália is at this moment on his way to Philadelphia from Chicago,
where he had been held back due to his professional activities as Consul of
Portugal. So I can’t see how anyone could have seen him leave the house
with Mrs. Stetson. But apparently, the neighbors know more about what
happens in this house than I do,” Miss Beach replied acidly, taking some
steps back to close the half-open door of the music room before Kelly could
realize the bustle that was going on behind the door.
“Please, Miss Beach. I am just trying to do my job the best I can, and to
do so I have to go to all the available sources of information,” he justified,
while he glared at the door to the music room as if trying to guess what was
going on inside. “And the fact is that some neighbors tell me that they saw
Mrs. Stetson leave a short while ago by car, accompanied by a gentleman
who looked foreign. As indeed they say has happened almost every

afternoon for more or less four weeks. They tell me this; it’s not me. Well,
the description they have made of this man—tall, thin, dark with an
upturned mustache in the style of Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany—
corresponds perfectly to the description of the Count of Santa Eulália that
was given to us in the Portuguese Consulate.”
“The Portuguese Consulate?” Emma asked, bemused.
“Yes. According to our sources, he was there yesterday asking for
detailed information about how to get a marriage license in Pennsylvania,
after having stated that he was going to marry a Philadelphia lady. And also
asking about voyages on transatlantic steamers. For a honeymoon one
imagines...”
“Well, it seems that you are better informed than I am about the Count
of Santa Eulália. I just know what I’ve told you. On these issues I have
nothing to say,” she replied, trying to hide her embarrassment about that
sudden revelation as to the Count’s movements, while at the same time she
felt she should acknowledge the efficiency and professionalism of
American journalists. What they had managed to discover in such a short
time.
“And in relation to tomorrow’s wedding can you tell me the time and
where it will take place, or at least whether it will be in the morning or
afternoon?” he again boldly attacked.
“As was explained yesterday in the press conference by Mrs. Stetson
herself, no date has yet been set for the wedding, although it is expected to
be soon.”
“So you are telling me that the preparations I’ve just seen in that room,
the arch, the flowers, all that hustle and bustle, you’re telling me that all of
that is not for the wedding to be held tomorrow?”
“I’ve got nothing more to add to what I have said. And now, if you
don’t mind, I will accompany you to the door, as I have other things to do,”
she replied, almost pushing him to the way out.
“Fine, Miss Beach, I also know everything I need to know. See you
tomorrow!” he laughed as a goodbye, raising two fingers to his Stetson hat
as a gesture of salutation before almost running out to join the other group
of journalists camped out down on the Old York Road, near to the main
entrance to the property.
After closing the main door, Miss Beach once again crossed the hall to
the music room to see how the preparations for the ceremony were coming

along: the altar and the portico set up before it were now completely
covered in flowers, American Beauty roses, and orchids, many of which
came directly from the hothouses of which Mrs. Stetson was justly proud,
in a combination of tones and forms that seemed absolutely admirable to
her.
“What a beautiful arrangement, what extraordinary effects,” she could
not help commenting, as if by some enchantment all the concerns going
round in her head had disappeared—about Mrs. Stetson, about the Count,
about the licenses, about journalists, about security services, about the
catering and whatever else—and she remained there stopped at the entrance
to the door, admiring that masterpiece.
“Thank you, Miss Beach,” the head florist responded not without some
pride, with a pair of scissors in her hand, making the final touches to the
decoration of the floral arch.
“There’s no reason to thank me. It’s a real masterpiece. I’m sure Mrs.
Stetson and the Count will love it.”
“That’s our greatest desire. It isn’t every day that we have the chance to
do decorations like this, above all for people of such a high level. Good
Lord, a Count and a Countess,” the head florist went on. “It’s like we are
living in a fairy tale.”
“Right. And that’s why I want to remind you once again of the need to
maintain the greatest discretion possible about what is going on. There is a
group of journalists out there gossiping and asking questions, so I hope you
know how to avoid them when you go out.”
“Don’t worry, Miss Beach, we won’t say a word about this, right girls?”
answered the head florist, while the other girls nodded in agreement.
“I trust you. See you later,” said Emma as a goodbye, carefully closing
the door behind her, unless another snooping journalist might appear.
“Miss Beach! Miss Beach!” She suddenly heard the trombone-like
voice of the butler, coming from the kitchen when she was crossing the
Gothic hall.
“What’s the matter now, George?” she asked, unable to disguise her
impatience.
“It’s a journalist on the phone, Miss Beach, asking questions. And I
don’t know what else I can tell him,” answered George anxiously.
“I’ll deal with it,” said Miss Beach, resigned to her position, and to
George’s great relief, with her walking hurriedly towards the telephone set

up next to the entrance to the corridor that led to the kitchen.
“Miss Beach, private secretary to Mrs. Stetson. How can I be of help?”
she said, with her mouth close to the base of the phone and the receiver
against her ear.
“Stevens, George Stevens, from the Philadelphia Press. Miss Beach, we
would like you to confirm whether the wedding between Mrs. Stetson and
Count Eulália will take place tomorrow or not. And if so, where?”
“Just as was stated in Mrs. Stetson’s meeting with the press yesterday,
there is no date foreseen for the wedding yet,” Miss Beach repeated again,
with as much conviction as she was still capable of summing up.
“And is it true that the Count has been in Philadelphia for several days,
according to information we have received from the Portuguese
Consulate?”
“The information I have is that the Count is at this moment on his way
to Philadelphia, from Chicago, where he was detained due to his functions
as Portuguese Consul, just as was stated in the same conference with the
press,” Miss Beach insisted, starting to feel slightly uncomfortable with her
systematically going over an official truth that now didn’t seem to convince
anyone, given the facts that the journalists had gathered in the meantime.
But these were the orders she had, and unless Mrs. Stetson changed them
she could not say anything else, she thought.
“Where will the bride and groom live after the wedding?” once again
challenged the journalist, this time leaving Miss Beach a little more at ease,
given that at least in relation to this question she wouldn’t have to lie nor
give explanations that would convince no one.
“After a journey to Europe, during which Mrs. Stetson will be presented
to the Count’s family in Portugal, the bride and groom intend to settle in
America,” she replied, recalling the conversations she had heard from them,
both together and individually, about their future plans, and convinced that
this reply was not a revealing of any secret, nor did it put the privacy of the
couple at any risk. Mrs. Stetson had been clear: “Emma, not one word about
the time and place of the wedding. As to the rest, you more than anyone
will know what to answer.”
“Where in America, more precisely?”
“In the summer they will be here in Idro. During the winter months,
they may move to Florida, where Mrs. Stetson also has a large estate, or
perhaps travel throughout Europe. The Count refuses to leave America, you

know? He admires America and Americans too much for that. According to
what he told me, and I am quoting, “Here everyone seems to have an aim in
life and an incentive to work,” finished Miss Beach, proud of her memory
for quotations such as that one, which she had heard a few days earlier
directly from the Count’s mouth.
“Our Chicago correspondent, in a dispatch we received today, says that
the Count is going to ask King Manuel of Portugal to release him from his
functions as consul so that he may devote himself exclusively to art. The
same dispatch states that Count Eulália has been a favorite in high society,
with one of his closest friends being Mrs. Field, the widow of the late
Marshall Field, the owner of the well-known stores of the same name. What
comments do you have about this, Miss Beach?”
“What I can tell you is that the Count of Santa Eulália is not a ‘society
gentleman’, as your correspondent suggests. On several occasions, I have
heard him say that although he has to frequent high society, due to his
diplomatic functions and artistic activities, it bores him. His great passion is
art, particularly sculpture, and nowadays he is an artist of internationally
acknowledged merit. But besides art, he has a series of other interests,
managing, as few people can, to reconcile his vast cultural knowledge with
enjoyment for sports, for example. He is a truly athletic man and a splendid
horseman,” Miss Beach concluded, unable to hold back a sigh that, as she
was talking on the phone, was fortunately not heard on the other end of the
line.
“Miss Beach, my thanks for your cooperation,” said the journalist as a
goodbye.
“My pleasure, Mr. Stevens,” she replied before hanging up the phone,
then immediately hearing the doorbell ringing insistently. “More
journalists,” she thought, in a crescendo of irritation and slowing her pace,
hoping the butler would answer the door. But no. Fortunately this time it
was not journalists, she noted with relief as she saw that the person who
was coming in was John, as John B. Stetson Junior was known, the
Stetsons’ eldest son and who had inherited Mr. Stetson’s name, recently
arrived from Philadelphia.
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